ROAD STRUCTURE DETAILS

TYPICAL SURFACING SECTION

OUTSLOPE SUB GRADE W/O DITCH, ___ %

IN SLOPE SUB GRADE W/O DITCH, ___ %

GENERAL NOTES
 Depths shown are compacted depths.
 CROWN SUB GRADE 0.08m/m WIDTH UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.
 CURVE WIDENING SHALL BE ADDED ON THE INSIDE OF ALL CURVES. WIDENING = DIVIDED BY RADIUS OF THE CURVE IN METERS.

TYPICAL TURNOUT SECTIONS

PLAN VIEW

BACKSLOPE:
1:1:1 UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED

FILL SLOPES:
1:1:0 UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED

TYPICAL DITCH SECTION

DITCH AS SHOWN:
IN CROWNED SECTIONS, EITHER SIDE. WHEN IN CUT, IN OUTSLOPED SECTIONS, ONLY ON DOWNSIDE. IN INGLOPPED SECTIONS, NO DITCH, EITHER SIDE.

TYPICAL GRADING SECTIONS
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